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1. Introduction

Some issues in the SM suggesting new physics

pExistence of dark matter in our Universe

pNon-Zero Neutrino mass 
vWe need a mechanism to generate neutrino mass

vSmallness of the mass should be explained

pFlavor structure

vThere is no principle to determine flavor structure in the SM

vA symmetry would explain it 

pSome experimental anomalies
vMuon g-2

vW boson mass anomaly

vEtc.



Neutrino mass and mixing 

vl = UPMNS( )li vi
Mixing

Flavor eigenstate Mass eigenstate

Mass 

http://www.nu-fit.org/?q=node/228

Mixing and mass differences are measured by neutrino oscillation experiments

(l=e,μ,τ) (i=1,2,3)
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Neutrino mass and mixing is a mystery in particle physics

v How can we generate neutrino masses?

v How can we explain its smallness

v Ordering of neutrino mass : normal or inverted?

v Symmetry behind mixing pattern?

Mass scale is less than O(eV)
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Muon anomalous dipole magnetic moment (muon g-2)

aµ
BNL = (11659208.9± 5.4±3.3)×10−10

aµ
FNAL = (11659204.0± 5.1±1.9)×10−10

Δaµ = aµ
exp − aµ

SM = (25.1± 5.9)×10−10

Combined result (4.2σ deviation)

In any case the muon g-2 is good hint/test of new physics

Muon g-2 collaboration, PRL126 (2021)

In fact, it is controversial 
Estimation of HVP by Lattice groups: 
Recent e+ e- → π+π- measurement :

They make SM prediction closer to experimental values (~1.5σ)

(e.g. BMWc)

(CMD3- Collaboration 2302.08834)



1. Introduction

A model with flavor symmetry is interesting in considering these issues

üNeutrino masses (+ charged lepton and quark)

Mass matrix is controlled by a symmetry giving predictions

üDM physics

Absence of DM detection would be hint of flavor specific interaction.
i.e. If DM interaction is flavor specific it is difficult to detect.

üMuon g-2

Realization of muon specific interaction would explain muon g-2
without other LFV constraint 

Modular flavor symmetry framework is interesting possibility 



Modular flavor symmetry 
New framework for organizing flavor

We can get prediction for measurements in neutrino sector:
mixings, CP-phases, sum of neutrino masses, etc.

It is also interesting to apply modular symmetry 
in new physics models 

ØWe would get predictions for new physics sector 

ØSome nature of modular symmetry can be used

in realizing specific neutrino mass generation mechanism 

Originated from extra dimensional symmetry (e.g. transformation on torus)

Non-Abelian discrete symmetry appears : A4, S4, etc.
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Let us focus on Modular A4 symmetry
Yukawa couplings can be given by modular forms transformed under A4

Field is also transformed by

k: modular weight

Yukawa term can be invariant under modular transformation 

ρ: A4 transformation matrix 

Sum of modular weight = 0,   invariant under A4

It can be originated from transformation of lattice vector 
characterizing torus; compactified extra dimension, coming from string theory  

Ex) fΦiΦ jΦk (k f + kΦi
+ kΦ j

+ kΦk
= 0)



Yukawa couplings will be given by modular forms

They are function of modulus τ
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Basis

All modular form has even modular weight



Applying modular symmetry to new physics model

v Predictions for neutrino sector 

v Predictions for new physics sector

ex) mass spectrum and/or BRs of extra particles

v Control flavor dependence on interactions

ex)DM coupling, interaction realizing muon g-2

v Nature of modular symmetry can be used 

to realize structure of specific neutrino mass generation
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2.Model setup

l SM sector is neutral under U(1)H
l Modular weights are chosen to control interactions

SM sector

Dark sector

Particle contents and symmetry assignments
We consider a model based on GSM×U(1)H×A4

Modular

DM candidate in the model



Lagrangian of the model
2.Model setup

Superpotential (Quark sector, only for SM mass term)

Superpotential (Lepton sector)

We omit A4 singlet modular forms (absorbing it in free parameter)

Quark masses

Charged lepton masses

Neutrino mass

DM int

DM interaction is muon specific due to symmetry



Quark mass
2.Model setup

Up-type mass matrix

Down-type mass matrix

: Complex
: Real

: Real



Quark mass
2.Model setup

Some parameters, {αu(d), βu(d), γu(d)}, are fixed to fit quark masses using

For simplicity we fixed tanβ=5

Applying observed values:



Charged lepton mass
2.Model setup

Mass eigenvalues are obtained by

Parameters, {ye, yτ, y’ℓ}, are fixed to fit quark masses using



Neutrino mass generation
2.Model setup

We obtain active neutrino mass via Type-I seesaw mechanism

Dirac mass：

Majorana mass of N



2.Model setup

We take κ as free parameter and use to fit neutrino mass scale

PMNS matrix :

Diagonalization
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Numerical analysis

v We globally scan our free parameters in the following region

Carrying out chi-square fitting using NuFit 5.2 data
http://www.nu-fit.org/?q=node/228
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3.Phenomenology

Quark sector

Neutrino sector

Perturbativity of original parameter is taken into account

We separately consider quark and lepton sector



3.Phenomenology

Numerical results in quark sector

Allowed region of τ

Blue: within 1σ, Green: 1σ to 2σ, Yellow: 2σ to 3σ



Numerical results in quark sector

3.Phenomenology

Range of allowed input parameters



3.Phenomenology

Numerical results in neutrino sector
Allowed region of τ

Blue: within 1σ, Green: 1σ to 2σ, Yellow: 2σ to 3σ, red: 3σ to 5σ

Ranges for other allowed parameters:



Numerical results in neutrino sector

Majorana phases for allowed parameters

3.Phenomenology

We find slight correlation between phases



3.Phenomenology

Numerical results in neutrino sector

Sum of neutrino mass and effective mass for neutrinoless double β decay

v The effective mass is small and difficult for detection

v Sum of neutrino mass is around 60 meV



3.Phenomenology

Checking overlap of τ for quark and lepton sector

We have overlap at around some specific region



3.Phenomenology

A benchmark point with common τ for both sector



3.Phenomenology

Dark matter physics and muon g-2

Relevant Lagrangian (non supersymmetric writing)

In our scenario, real component of χu is scalar DM (χ)

Dominant DM interaction:

Muon specific interaction → contributing to muon g-2 at one-loop

ü We do not have other LFV from the interaction



3.Phenomenology

Dark matter physics and muon g-2

Dominant DM annihilation cross section

Relic density:

Combining with muon g-2



3.Phenomenology

Dark matter physics and muon g-2

Blue: within 1σ, Green: 1σ to 2σ, Yellow: 2σ to 3σ of

v We can obtain muon g-2 within 2σ when relic density is satisfied

v 1σ region can be obtained when relic density is smaller than observed



Summary and discussion
Applying modular flavor A4 symmetry to dark sector model

n A model construction

Ø Neutrino mass model with dark sector

Ø DM interaction is muon specific due to U(1)H and A4 symmetry

n Phenomenology

Ø We obtain parameter region realizing both quark and lepton masses

Ø Muon specific DM interaction realizing muon g-2

Ø Mass matrices are ristricted from symmetry



Appendix

Kinetic term and quadratic term of scalar fields 

Invariant under 

Factor of denominator will be absorbed by field redefinition 
after modular symmetry breaking (fixing modulus)



Mixing obtained from PMNS matrix


